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Abstract
Line detection using IIor~ghtransform is one of
the robust image processing methods for noisy images. Hut Hough t,ransform has a problem whose
computation cost is very large in general. In order t o ease this problem, many high-speed algorithms had been proposed. In this paper, we propose
a new high-speed algorithm called MRHT (Multiple Randomized Hough Transform) which combines
randomized edge point selection process of RHT and
block division process of CIIT. And we clarify experimentally and theoretically that the MRHT is faster
than R H T and CHT.
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Introduction

Hough transform is very useful algorithm for pattern recognition, especially for line detection. Therefore, now a days, this algorithm is applied for many
application fields of image processing. But memory cost and computation cost problem were always
inevitable. Thus, many high-speed or high performance algorithms had been proposed. In this paper,
we propose a new high-speed Hough transform algorithm MRHT.
Xi1 and Oja[l] proposed R H T (Randomized
Hough Transform) which reduces the computation
cost by selecting the pair of the edge points a t random. O n the other hand, D. Ben-Tzvi and M.
B. Sandler[2] proposed C H T (Combinatorial Hough
'I'ransform) which reduces the computation by dividing the image t o some blocks and by limiting the
combination of the pairs of t,he edge points in these
blocks.
Our MRI-IT algorithm is basically constructed by
combining randomized edge point selection process
of R H T and block division process of CHT. Tlierefore, this MRIIT has two randomized selection processes. First process is randomized selection of a
block from the divided blocks a t random. In second
process, IVIRIIT selects the pair of the edge points
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a t random from the selected block in the previous
selection. Thus, MRHT has multiply rantlomized
select,ion processes in two serial steps.
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Algorithm of MRHT

In RHT algorithm, a vote which is calculated
from two edge points ( x i , yi) and (rj,yi) randomly
selected t o the cell (Ok,pk) is executed on the parameter space. RIIT is expected t o reduce the computation cost by this operation. O n the other hand,
in C H T algorithtn, the pairs of the edge poirits are
voted t o the paramet.er space just a s same way as
RHT. Although the number of corr~binationsof all
edge points in the image became very large, CHT
algorithm improves this problem by dividing the image into the disjoint some blocks in order t o suppress
the number of combinations of edge points.
MRHT is basically an extension of C H T with the
randomized edge point selection process of RHT, or
an extension R H T wit,h the image division process
of CHT. But there are some important differences
between these two algorithms: C H T is designed t o
detect the peaks on the parameter space after the
voting of all the edge points, and R H T is designed
t o detect the peaks repeatedly in the line detection
procedure. Therefore, it is not easy t o combine these
two algorithms because of the peak detection procedures in these two algorithms are quite different.
Figure 1 shows the flow of MRHT algorithm.
MRHT has two randornizetl selection processes t o
solve this problem. First process is t o select a t random one block from the divided blocks. In second
process, MRHT selects the pair of the edge points a t
random from the selected block in the previous selection. Thus, the multiply randomized selection processes provided the basic cliaracteristics of MRHT
from the probabilistical viewpoint.
In MRHT algorithm, the voting is executed t o the
cell (Oklp k ) on the parameter space which is calculated from two edge points ( x i ,yi) and (xi, yi) randomly selected from the block. When one cell in the
two dimensional array which represents the parameter space becomes greater than the threshold, the
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Figure 1: Flow of MRHT

process of line detection is tern~iriatedand the cell
(ek,pk) is detected as a peak.
MRHT has the block division process a t first.
Thus, when the peak is detected by the tliresholding procedure from the parameter space, we have t o
riormaliee the threshold because of the total number of the pairs of the edge points will be gradually reduced in this process. Since image is divided
into X x Y blocks, the length of the line segments in
this image is in proportion to JXxl'. Therefore, it.
would be adequate t o let the threshold in the l x 1
division be t , and let the threshold in condition of
tlie ,YxY division be t' = t/(Jm).
After this peak detection, all edge points on t,he
line corresponding t o this peak are deleted as shown
in Fig. 2. Then, parameter space is initialized, and
tlie voting procedare is resumed. This procedure is
just the same as RIIT algorithm. This procedure is
repeated unt,il t l ~ eending condition is satisfied.

Comparison between MRHT and
CHT

Let the total number of the edge points in the
image be N , and all of the combination be NC2.
In C H T algorithm, let the number of blocks be
Ii'(Ii' = XxY), and the number of the combinations of the edge points be N I K Cx2I i . Therefore,
the computation performance is improved, because
total number of the pairs of the edge points will become small.
The line detection process of CHT is basically
equivalent to the pair voting type Hough transform
without the block division process. And MRHT is
basically an extension of C H T with the randomized
edge point selection process of RHT. Thus, considering that the computation cost of these algorithms
is estimated by the voting counts, relation between
MRHT and C H T in computation cost is equal to the
relation between the pair voting type Hough transform and RHT. Therefore, it is clear that RHT is
faster than the pair voting type Hough transform,
and that the computation cost of MRHT is smaller
than CHT.
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Theoretical consideration of
MRHT with R H T and CHT

Comparison between MRHT and
RHT

We compare the computation costs between
MRHT and RHT basing on a measure of the number of votings until a moment when the first line is
detected. In RHT algorithm, let the total number
of the edge points in the image be N, average number of the edge points on the one line be m, and
the threshold t o detect the peak in the parameter
space be t . Then, the probability that a voting generated by the specific pair of the edge points hits a
cell in the parameter space corresponding to the specific line becomes rnC2/NC2.Therefore, the number
of the edge points until when the votes of one cell
grown up greater than threshold t can be estimated
as
~ R H T= tNC2/rnC2
(I)

Figure 2: Edge point deletion process after the line
detection

On the other hands, since the number of blocks is Ir',
the number of the combination of the edge points beI<.~ Since line segments in the image
comes N I K C 2
are divided into I, segments by the block division
process in MRHT algorithm procedure, the total
number of the pairs of the edge points on the specific
line becomes ,lLC2 x L. And the probability that
a voting generated by the specific pair of the edge
points hits a cell becomes
X L)/(NIKC2 X I<).
The number of the edge points until when the votes
of one cell grown up greater than threshold 2' which
normalized by K division MRHT can be estimated
as

= ( t N , / X ~ 2fxi ) / ( r n j L c 2 X L )
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm
MRHT that combines randomized edge point selection process of RHT and block division process
of CHT. And we showed experimentally that the
MRHT is quite faster than R H T and CHT.
In C H T algorithm, we have to suffer from the
degradation sacrifice of the quality of t,he detected
lines, because we divide the image to many blocks
t o suppress the computation cost. But it was known
that MRHT becomes very fast by a. few block divisions, and therefore that MRHT do not suffer from
any fatal degradation of the quality of tlie detected

Thus, since n R H T > n M R H T is satisfiedl it is known
that the voting counts of MRHT is smaller than that
of RHT.

lines.
Our future subiects are to investingate the effect
caused by the block division using solie probabilistic models and t~ develop the methods providing the
best division condition corresponding to the properties of input image.
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Experiments

We present a line det,ection experiment for comparing MRHT with RHT and CHT. The input image has about 50 line segments, and the image size
is 640x480 shown in Fig. 3. And we experimented
under the division conditions of 1 x 1 (=RHT), 2 x 2 ,
3 x 3 , . . ., 16x 16 with this input image. And we compared MRHT wit,h RHT based on these conditions
by means of tlie voting c o r ~ n t .which
~,
is the average
value of 10 t,imes experiments.
Figure 4 shows a results of RHT, and Fig.5
(a),...,(tl) show the results of MRHT with conditions of 2 x 2 , 4 x 4 , 8 x 8 and 16x 16 division, respectively. We show t8hevoting counts to detect the lines
in Table 1. Figure 6 shows the graph of this Table
1, wliere the vertical axis means voting counts, and
horizontal axis means the division conditions. And
Figure 7 shows the graph of the processing time,
which is the average value of 50 times experiments.
The result of RHT, that is MRHT(1 x 1) gives
the best result in the performance for line detection.
T h e performance of line detection of MRHT became
gradually worse until 2 x 2 , 4 x 4 , . . .. But CHT algorithm has the same problem of the degradation of
the performance of line detection.
From the viewpoint of computation time, 8 x 8 division MRHT gives 56 times faster results than the
results of RHT in experiment of voting counts, and
8 times faster than C H T because of voting count
in 8 x 8 division CFIT is 834,785. But in experiment of real computation time, MRHT is not always
faster than CHT. Because, t.here are some over head
in MRHT algorithm sequence, for example such as
edge points deletion process or parameter space initialization process. T h e most fast result in MRHT
is 1.37 seconds in 5 x 5 division. In C H T algorithm,
we have to divide t o 15x 15 blocks to get same the
speed as MRIIT.
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Fig.3. Input image

Fig.4. Result of RHT

(b)4X4
Voting Count

(d) 1 6 x 16
E'ig.5.Results of MRHT

Fig.6. Graph of the voting counts

Table I. Voting counts for several divisions

l
Fig. 7 Detection times by s c v e ~ l divisions
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